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A late night call for help from a close
friend launches a reluctant Carlin
Thornton-Kramer on a surreal odyssey of
global-scale proportions. She and her
clutch of unlikely companions, that
includes humans and aliens, are called
upon to assist Gaia, Mother Earth herself,
resist her certain demise by the Evil One,
an awesome cosmic psychic vampire who
thrives on negative energy. They discover
that this cosmic vampire, though initially
attracted to Earth by the allure of
human-generated negative energy, now
manipulates its output through the
orchestration of greed-driven chaos by a
gang of handpicked hereditary global-elite
henchmen. From high-ranking priests to
powerful multinational CEOs, these men
opted to become willful traitors to the
progressive evolution of the human race in
exchange for near immortality . . . To save
the innocent inhabitants of her planetary
being, as well as herself, Gaia seeks to
exterminate humans, who have failed
miserably over eons of time to evolve on
Earth, not to mention all those other planets
whose resources and well-being they
exhausted! The removal of this human
infestation from her realm would not only
discourage the Evil Ones interest in
exploiting Gaia as host for his rapacious
appetites, but also it would preserve this
planetary jewel for other cosmic dwellers
of the multiverse seeking additional
opportunities
for
consciousness
expansion.Carlins
fantastic
journey
includes: reuniting with her soul-mate of
many past-lives, the reawakening of her
spiritual powers through a sequence of
vivid dreams, bittersweet remembrances,
growing telepathic skills, and unsettling
visualizations. Beginning with her friends
discovery of an ancient alien force buried
in the depths of North Rim, Grand Canyon,
her adventure also entails: a wrenching
personal encounter with the Evil Ones
parasitic
psychosexual
powers;
a
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flawlessly-timed rescue operation and
narrow escape from the glittering, albeit
sinister,
micro-nation
of
mythical
Atlantean root
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